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ABSTRACT
We studied the detection of chromoluminance patterns in the presence of chromoluminance pedestals. We examined how
thresholds depend on the color directions of the target and the pedestal. Both targets and pedestals were spatial Gabor
patterns (horizontal, 1 cpd) .The patterns were spatially modulated in color, luminance or both. Equidiscrimination contours
describe contrast thresholds for targets in different color directions on the same pedestal. We measured the equidiscrimination
contours on green/red and blue/yellow pedestals. The equidiscrimination contours are asymmetrically related to the cardinal
axes in isoluminant plane. The shape of the equidiscrimination contours changes with the contrast and the color directions of
the pedestals. We applied a model with three pairs of mechanisms that we proposed earlier6 to these data. Each mechanism
consists of a linear receptive-field like color-spatial operator followed by a nonlinear process. The nonlinear process takes
two inputs: the excitation comes directly from the linear operator and the divisive inhibition is a nonlinear sum of all linear
operator responses. Two linear operator pairs are color opponent while the third is non-opponent. The detection variable is
computed from the outputs of the nonlinear processes combined by Quick's pooling rule.

Keywords: chromoluminance, masking, chromatic pattern vision model, divisive inhibition.

1. INTRODUCTION
In most natural images both the intensity and the spectral composition of light vary over space. Such modulation of light
across space can be analyzed into the sum of a luminance (isochromatic) modulation and a chromatic (isoluminant)
modulation. Luminance modulations carry a large amount of information about spatial structure, but the information carried
by the chromatic modulation can also be important.4'7 Thus, to fully understand the way the human visual system works, it is
important to know how the visual system responds to both luminance and chromatic modulations in images. However, spatial
vision and color vision are often studied separately using different kinds of stimuli and methods. For instance, spatial vision
research often uses periodic patterns modulated in luminance while color vision research focuses on homogeneous fields and
spots. As a result, there is a substantial body of measurements and models relating to the visual processing of luminance
patterns9'18'52 or chromatic spots.56 There is a less extensive body of research on chromatic pattern vision and less still on
patterns that combine luminance and chromatic modulation, though there is a growing interest in this.7173031'3435'4041'4244'46'5'
The primary goal of this study is to extend our knowledge of chromoluminance pattern vision. We use the term
chromoluminance pattern to refer to a spatial modulation in either luminance, chromaticity, or both. In this paper, our focus is
on patterns that vary in chromaticity.

Our project has two components. First, we studied the performance of the visual system in detecting chromoluminance
patterns empirically with psychophysical experiments. Second, we proposed and tested a quantitative model for
chromoluminance pattern vision. The psychophysical experiments measure the contrast detection threshold of a target
chromoluminance pattern superimposed on a pedestal that is also a chromoluminance pattern. This simultaneous
superimposed masking paradigm has been used to develop quantitative models of the mechanisms that encode information
about spatial pattern.'6'29'43'50'53 An advantage of the masking paradigm is that it can be used to measure effects over a large
range of pedestal contrasts and thus can provide information about the response properties of the visual system over this
range. Also, by systematically varying the pedestal along a dimension, the simultaneous superimposed masking paradigm
provides a way to observe how the visual system responds to that dimension and how mechanisms that respond to the
pedestal interact with the mechanisms that respond to the target if they should be different. To date, there have been only a
few pattern masking studies that have used isoluminant stimuli.8'30'35'46 The purpose of these studies was primarily to
investigate the interaction between luminance and chromatic patterns, and the stimuli were limited to patterns modulated
along green-red and yellow-black directions in color space. Our study provides contrast threshold measurements for many
chromoluminance targets presented on many chromoluminance pedestals. We have previously reported data for the target
threshold vs. pedestal contrast (TvC) functions for five chromoluminance targets on 13 chromoluminance pedestals5. Those
data provide rich information about the response characteristics of the visual system to chromoluminance patterns. Here, we
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present data for 16 isoluminance targets on two isoluminance pedestals and show how contrast thresholds change with target
color directions on different pedestal color directions and contrasts.

Our modeling effort has been focused on two issues. The first one concerns the response characteristics of the
chromoluminance pattern vision mechanisms. From the studies of isochromatic luminance pattern vision, there is
considerable evidence that nonlinear excitatory and divisive-inhibitory processes mediate the visual system's response to
luminance patterns."6'2' Does the visual system's response to chromoluminance patterns in general share the same non-
linearity? The second issue concerns the spectral properties of the chromoluminance pattern vision mechanisms. Current
estimates of the spectral properties of the post-receptoral visual mechanisms'9'20'24 are based on psychophysical experiments
with spots or homogeneous fields. These stimuli do not stimulate pattern vision mechanisms we1l.9'23'5 Thus, it is reasonable
to wonder if the chromoluminance pattern mechanisms have same spectral sensitivities.

2. PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENT

2.1 Methods

Our methods are described in detail elsewhere5. Here is a summary.

2.1.1 Stimuli

Patterns were presented in a rectangular field (5°V x 7°H) and viewed from a distance of 162 cm. There was a small dark
fixation point in the center of the field. Both targets and pedestals were horizontal Gabor patterns with a center spatial
frequency of 1 c/deg. The scale parameter (standard deviation) of the Gaussian spatial envelope was 1 degree in both
horizontal and vertical directions. The patterns were modulated in cosine phase relative to the fixation point and to the peak
of the envelope. All modulations were around a single white point with CIE xy chromaticity (0.28, 0.3 1) and luminance 29.6
cd/rn2. The background was this same white and was on continuously. All stimuli were presented using a truncated
Gaussian temporal waveform with a scale parameter of 40 ms and a total duration of 160 msec. Target and pedestal were
always coincident in time and superimposed in space.

The chromatic modulation of the targets and pedestals was always along a straight line in cone excitation space. Such a
modulation can be represented by a vector in cone contrast space.3 The L-cone contrast of the pattern, CL, is defined as
ALIL0 where L0 is the L-cone excitation produced by the background and L=L-L is the L-cone excitation deviation at the
central point of the pattern. If there is a decrement in cone excitation at the central point, then the cone contrast is negative.
The M-cone and S-cone contrasts, CM and Cs, are defined similarly and the chromoluminance modulation is given by the

vector C=[CL, CM, Cs]T. Note that, if the phase of the underlying sinewave is shifted by 1 80 degrees, the direction of the
vector reverses. Cone contrasts are calculated using the Smith-Pokorny estimates of the cone spectral 1045

It is convenient to specify modulations in terms of their contrast and color direction. Color direction is given by the
normalized vector, c'iicii There are a number of different measures that have been used to specify contrast across different
color directions. Here we define the contrast of a modulation as:

c= (CL2+CM2+Cs2)05 I (3)0.5 (1)
This measure is proportional to the square root of cone contrast energy and varies between 0 and 1, the same range as
Michelson contrast. Although we use this definition to describe our stimuli and results, we do not draw conclusions that
depend on the comparison of contrast across modulation color directions.

A cone contrast vector C is defined as a linear combination of contrast vectors in the three cardinal color directions"27'33.
Table 1 provides a descriptive name and the L, M, and S cone contrasts for each of the cardinal directions. An arbitrary cone
contrast vector is defined as

c= cos()cos(O) X + sin(4)cos(O) + sin(O) LLtM (2)
where GR, and LUM are normalized vectors on
cardinal directions as described in Table 1 and 0 and 4 are Table 1. Cardinal color directions
angles between c and toward LJJM and jccriptive Name Cone contrast coordinate SymboJrespectively. We will refer to JJM as isochromatic Isochromatic (1, 1, 1) LUM
because it does not vary in chromaticity. We will refer to Green/red (-0.8413, 0.5140, 0) GR
stimuli on a plane spanned by BY and GR (i.e., 0=0) as Blue/yellow (0,0, 1.732) BY
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nominally isoluminant because they are orthogonal to the Judd-Vos photopic luminosity function47 Vx.

In contrast with other studies of pedestal effects with chromoluminance patterns, in our experiment we did not tailor our
stimuli to the subjective isoluminant plane of the individual observers. The term subjective isoluminant plane refers to the
isoluminant plane defined for an individual observer by flicker photometry or a related technique. We have chosen instead to
define isoluminance by the Judd-Vos photopic luminosity function47 V and to use the same set of nominally isoluminant
stimuli for all our observers in our main experiment. Our nominal isoluminant stimuli lie on a plane in the color space that is
orthogonal to the direction defined by the V function. Except where stated otherwise, the term isoluminance in this paper
refers to nominal isoluminance rather than subjective isoluminance determined psychophysically for individual observers

2.1.2 Equipment

Target and pedestal patterns were presented on separate color monitors (Sony CPD- 1730) each driven by its own graphics
board (RasterOps Turbo XL). Each graphics board provided 9 bits of intensity resolution in each color channel. A single
host computer (Macintosh IIfx) controlled the two graphics boards. The output of the two monitors was optically combined
by a beam-splitter. We used two beam splitters with different transmission ratios in different conditions as a means of
adjusting the contrast range of our stimuli. Refresh timing of the two monitors was synchronized with custom software, and
target and pedestal contrasts could be varied simultaneously during a single vertical blanking period. The frame rate of the
monitors was 75 Hz. The monitors had a spatial resolution of 832 horizontal by 624 vertical pixels. At the distance we used
(162 cm), there were 76 pixels per grating cycle.

2.1.3 Procedure

To measure contrast threshold, we used a temporal two-alternative forced choice procedure in which the pedestal alone was
presented in one interval and the target and pedestal superimposed were presented in the other interval. The interstimulus
interval was 480 msec. Target contrast for each trial was chosen using the Quest adaptive ur3749

2.1.4 Experimental Design

There were 16 isoluminant targets used in this experiments. There were 2 chromoluminance pedestals with different
combination of chromatic and luminance contrast. There were 32 target-pedestal pairs used. We measured target contrast on
2 pedestal contrasts for each target-pedestal pair. We also measured the absolute contrast threshold for each target (the
threshold at 0 pedestal contrast). Reported thresholds are the mean of four or six individual measurements made in separate
sessions.

2.1.5 Observers

There were two principal observers for TvC functions reported previously5, one of the authors (CCC, male in his late
twenties) and one naive observer (JKL, female in her early twenties). Another observer (JMF, male in his late fifties)
participated experiments with green/red and blue/yellow targets. The equidiscrimination contours that are the focus
measured in this paper were measured only for CCC. All observers had normal (20/20) or corrected to normal visual acuity
and normal color vision as tested with the Ishihara plates.25 All the observers had at least several hours of practice before the
experiment began.

2.2 Experimental results

2.2.1 Target-threshold vs. pedestal contrast (TvC) functions

A pedestal can have very different effects on target detection as its contrast is varied. At one contrast a pedestal can decrease
target threshold while at another contrast it can increase threshold. Also, different pedestals may have dramatically different
effects on the same target. Data shown in Fig. 1, taken from the earlier study5, illustrate this. In this figure, we show the
Target-threshold vs. pedestal contrast (TvC) functions for one green/red target on three different pedestals. In general, the
shape of TvC functions varies with both the target and the pedestal.16" A detailed treatment of the TvC functions can be
found elsewhere.5 Here we give an example of how thresholds for one target can vary with pedestal color direction and
contrast.
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Fig. 1 shows the TvC functions for the green/red target on
pedestals modulated along cardinal axes (i.e. , isochromatic,
green/red and blue/yellow). When detecting a green/red
target on a green/red pedestal, the threshold first decreases
from the absolute threshold (facilitation) and then increases
above the absolute threshold (masking) as pedestal contrast
increases. The maximum facilitation occurs at around the
pedestal absolute threshold. This "dipper" shape TvC
function is commonly found in luminance pattern masking
literature. The blue/yellow pedestal does not facilitate
green/red target detection but it does mask the green/red
target. Notice that the lowest blue/yellow pedestal contrast is
already about 12 dB lower than its absolute threshold (or
only 25 % of the absolute threshold). The isochromatic
pedestal facilitates the green/red target over a wide range of
pedestal contrast and the maximum facilitation occurs at a
pedestal contrast that is about 10 times higher than the
pedestal absolute threshold. This figure illustrates that the
shapes of the TvC functions can vary substantially as a
function of the pedestal color direction.

2.2.2 Equidiscrimination contour on the green/red
pedestal

Pedestal contrast (dB re 1)

Ejgi. TvC functions for greenlred targets. In this and the rest
figures in this paper, the smooth curves are model fits. The
closed circles and the continuous curve are for greenlred
pedestal. The open squares and the bold dashed curve are for
blue/yellow pedestal. The open circles and the light dashed
curves are for isochromatic pedestal. The error bars are standard
error of measurements. In this and other data figures, the smooth
curves are fits of the model discussed in the text.

The data can also be organized as the thresholds of
various targets on a pedestal with a single color direction and
contrast. The combination of the pedestal and targets at these
thresholds are equally discriminable from the pedestal itself.
This is a approach commonly used in color discrimination
literature.26'28'32'36'38'55 Fig. 2 shows equidiscrimination
contours on green/red isoluminance pedestals. In this figure,
each point is plotted in a polar coordinate. The angle of each
point to the blue/yellow axis is the angle defined in Eq.
(2). We set the central point as —55 dB contrast for every
color direction. Thus, The distance of each point to the
central point is the detection threshold in dB unit minus -55.
Notice that all contrasts are presented in dB (or 20 times log
unit) in this paper.

When there is no pedestal, the contour actually represents
pattern detection threshold in each designated color
direction. The contour has an elliptic shape, in general
agreement with previous studies.'3'39 The shape of
equidiscrimination contour changes when a pedestal is
presented. At low pedestal contrast (-46 dB), the targets in
the second and the third quadrants have their green/red
component in phase with the pedestal. The green/red
pedestal has a facilitative effect on those targets. Thus, in
comparison to the contour with no pedestal, the
equidiscrimination contour is compressed toward the central reference point. On the other hand, the targets at the first and the
fourth quadrants have their green/red component 1 80-degree out-of-phase from the pedestal. The —46 dB pedestal has a
masking effect on these targets. Thus, the equidiscrimination contour is pushed away from the reference point in these two
quadrants. The contour no longer has an elliptic shape with respect to the central point. The —32dB pedestal has a strong
masking effect on targets in the second and the third quadrants and pushes the equidiscrimination contour away from the
reference point. This pedestal, however, has little masking effect on targets at the first and the fourth quadrants. Thus, in
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Equidiscrimination contour on green/red pedestals. The
closed circles and the continuous curves are for threshold contour
with no pedestal. The open squares and the bold dotted curve are
for —46 dB pedestal and the open triangles and the dash curves
are for —32 dB pedestal. The bold arrow on the left denotes the
direction of oedestal modulation. The thresholds are in dB units.
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these quadrants, the equidiscrimination contour is compressed from the —46dB contour toward the reference point and closer
to the contour with no pedestal.

2.2.3 Equidiscrimination contour on the blue/yellow pedestal

Fig. 3 shows the equidiscrimination contours on the
blue/yellow pedestals. The change of contours with
pedestal contrast is quite different from that for green/red
pedestal. The blue/yellow pedestal has only masking
effects on other isoluminant targets. The masking effect
increases with pedestal contrast. As a result, the
equidiscrimination contours expand further away with
pedestal contrast. Notice that a -10 dB pedestal has a
stronger masking effect on targets in the second and the
third quadrants than those in the first and the fourth
quadrants. This asymmetric effect suggests that the
blue/yellow pedestal has different effects on the
mechanisms that detect green/red and red/green targets.

3. THE MODEL

We proposed a model for our earlier measurements of
chromoluminance TvC functions based on five target
color directions6. Here, we are interesting in whether the
same model can extend to account for a wider range of Equidiscrimination contour on blue/yellow pedestals. The
target color directions. Since our focus is on the nature of closed circles and the continuous curves are for threshold contour
the mechanisms and processes involved in with no pedestal. The open squares and the bold dotted curve are
chromoluminance pattern vision, we have included in our for —20 dB pedestal and the open triangles and the dash curves are
model only those mechanisms needed to account for our for —10 dB pedestal. The bold arrow on the left denotes the
results, which are limited to one spatial frequency (1 direction of pedestal modulation.

c/deg), one orientation (horizontal), one phase relative to
the fixation point (cosine) and one retinal position (centered on the fovea). It is clear from the literature on pattern vision
that to account for detection and discrimination of patterns that differ from ours in spatial frequency, orientation, phase and
position many more mechanisms will be needed.53

3.1 Model description

A schematic illustration of our model is shown in Fig. 4. This model has three pairs of mechanisms, each of which has four
stages. The outputs of the mechanisms are combined into a single detection variable that determines the predicted threshold.
The first stage of a mechanism is a chromoluminance linear operator. A linear operator takes input from each of the three
cone arrays. For the periodic patterns as we used in our experiment, the output of the linear operator (net excitation) may be
computed as weighted sum of the stimulus cone contrast. The six linear operators (and their corresponding mechanisms) are
grouped into three opposite-sign pairs. Within each pair, the sensitivity of one member is simply the negative of the
sensitivity of the other. Such paired mechanisms are required to account for pattern discrimination when the spatial phase
between target and pedestal differs.15 The asymmetric equidiscrimination contours we found also suggested the existence
such opposite-sign pairs.

The excitation of each linear operator is half-wave rectified to produce rectified excitation. The output of a linear operator
can be positive or negative. It is known that neurons in striate cortex, which are essential to pattern vision, have little
maintained discharge. Thus, a linear operator does not by itself provide a biologically feasible model for cortical neurons.
To increase the biological feasibility of our model, we follow each linear operator by half-wave rectification. The rectified
excitation ofj-th mechanism is denoted as Ej (÷ and -) in Fig. 4.

For each mechanism, there is a divisive inhibitory signal. This signal is a nonlinear combination of the six rectified
excitations. The divisive inhibition signals are identical within an opposite-sign pair but differ between mechanism pairs. The
divisive inhibition signal to the j-th pair of mechanism is denoted as I (+ and -)inFig 4.

Pedestal contrast

fr.
No pedestal Pedestal

-20dB

-10dB

Green Red

Yellow
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Color-spatial
Linear Operators Nonlinear Response

The mechanism response is computed as the rectified excitation raised to a power and divided by a divisive inhibitory input
plus a constant. The two mechanisms in each pair are identical except that their cone inputs are opposite in sign. The
response of the j-th mechanism R (+ and -) is

R = I(I + z)

where p and z are constants.

(3)

To predict threshold in a two-alternative forced-choice pattern discrimination experiment, the six mechanismresponses are
computed for the pedestal plus target and pedestal alone. The absolute value of this difference is taken for each mechanism.
These absolute differences are then weighted and summed nonlinearly to yield the
detection variable. When target contrast is such that this variable exceeds unity, the
target is above threshold. Threshold is then taken as the lowest target contrast
where the detection variable is unity.

3.2 Performance of the Model

The smooth curves in Figure 1 to 3 are best fits of the model to the data. For each
observer, all data points were fit with the same set of parameters. In our earlier
work, where only the TvC function data were available, this model fitted the TvC
function data reasonably well. The root mean square errors (RMSE) are 1 .57 dB for
ccc (335 data points), 1.41 dB for JKL (284 data points) and 1.09 dB for JMF (84
data points). These fit errors can be compared to the mean standard error of
measurement: 0.77 dB for CCC, 0.73 dB for JKLand 0.72 dB for JMF. Because of
the computing power limitations, we could not fit TvC and equidiscrimination data
simultaneously. Instead, We used a procedure where first we fit the TvC data, then
used the resulting parameters as the starting point for a fit to the equidiscrimination
data. By iterating these two steps, we were able to fit both data set with similar
parameter values. The final parameters were obtained by averaging those found by

Nonlinear Summation
of Inhibitory Signals

Cone Contrasts

V

Ejg.4 A diagram of the divisive inhibition model for chromoluminance pattern masking. -
I,: .:'\
EJ.Li. The spectral sensitivity function
of linear operators as estimated from
the divisive inhibition model. See text
for details.
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the final two steps of iteration. These parameters gave a reasonable fits to the entire data set (observer CCC only) with an
RMSE of 1.9 1 dB (comparing to 1.57 dB for the TvC function only. The smooth curves in Fig. 1-3 correspond to the
combined fit. A better fit might have been obtained if it has been possible to fit entire data set simultaneously.

3.3 The spectral sensitivity of the linear operators

The spectral sensitivity functions of the linear operators can be estimated from the model parameters for sensitivity to cone.
Since it is customary to describe color mechanisms in terms of their sensitivity to light (spectral sensitivity) rather than their
sensitivity to contrast we transformed contrast sensitivity to spectral sensitivity.

The spectral sensitivity function of a linear operator is the inner product its cone spectral sensitivity and Smith-Pokorny cone
fundamentals.'°45 Fig. 5 shows the spectral sensitivity functions of the three linear operators derived from observer CCC's
data. Each spectral sensitivity function is normalized by its peak value. The continuous curve shows the model estimation of
three of the spectral sensitivity functions and the dotted curves are the Vos-Judd Vx function46 (panel A), the green/red
mechanism (proposed by Guth et al.20, panel B), and the yellow/blue mechanism proposed by Guth et

20
(panel C). The

other three model sensitivity curves are the same except the signs are opposite. Qualitatively, our derived estimations agree
with the mechanisms derived from these other studies. One operator can
be identified with a luminance mechanism, one with a green/red Pedestal
mechanism and with a blue/yellow mechanism. The other three are an
opposite-phase luminance mechanism, a red/green mechanism (excited : No pedestal
by red in the center) and a yellow/blue mechanism. 'G" 46dB

-zx-. -34dB

4. DISCUSSION

We are aware of no other models that directly address chromoluminance
pattern detection and discrimination. Nonetheless, it is possible to
extend extant models so that they make predictions for pedestal effects
on the detection of chromoluminance patterns, and to compare their
performance with that of our model. We show that these simpler models
make qualitative errors in predicting our experimental results. The fits
produced by the various models are illustrated by showing
equidiscrimination contours on green/red pedestals. In each case the
model was fitted to the entire data set. The predictions of those models
to TvC functions are discussed elsewhere.6

4.1 Linear models fail to predict our data

The two-stage color opponent model of Hurvich & Jameson24 is a linear
model in the sense that the outputs of the linear operators feed directly
into a detection variable without intervening nonlinearities. Line-
element theories22'28'48 are also linear models in this sense, since the only
nonlinearity in these theories is in the rule that pools the output of
multiple mechanisms.

First consider a single mechanism version of such a linear model. This
model predicts that threshold is reached when target contrast modulates
the mechanism response (either up or down) by a fixed criterion amount.
Whatever the pedestal, the effect of the target will be the same linear
function of target contrast. Thus, this model predicts that the target
threshold is independent of pedestal color direction and pedestal contrast
and is therefore constant for each target in our experiment. Thus, the
linear model predicts that the equidiscrimination contours at every
pedestal contrast are the same ellipse. Clearly, the one mechanism linear
model is qualitatively rejected by our data. We fitted a three-
mechanism version of the linear model, The best fit of this model to the
equidiscrimination contours for green/red pedestal in Fig. 6. The model

E

Green Red

Yellow

Six-mechanism linear model predictions on
equidiscrimination contours (cf. Fig. 3).

Pedestal contrast

No pedestal
-46dB

--. -34dB

Blue

Red

84

Yellow

Six-mechanism compressive nonlinear
model predictions of equidiscrimination contours
on green/red pedestals. (cf. Fig. 2)
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clearly fails to account even roughly for the effects of the pedestals.

4.2 Simple exponential nonlinear response functions fail to predict our data

It appears that to account for facilitation and masking, a nonlinear process in the model is necessary. Fechner14 suggested a
compressive nonlinearity to explain the increase in discrimination thresholds as stimulus magnitude increases. This model
predicts masking, but not facilitation. We fitted this model to our data and the best fit to the equidiscrimination contours on
green/red pedestal, shown in Fig 7. Clearly the model fails to account for our data. The predicted contours expand away from
the reference point as pedestal contrast increases. It is possible to substitute an expansive nonlinearity in place of compressive
nonlinearity by setting the exponent of the response function being larger than 1 .This model predicts facilitation, but not
masking. Thus, a model with simple exponential nonlinearity predicts
that the shapes of the equidiscrimination contours should either expand Pedestal contrast Blue

or shrink monotonically as the pedestal contrast increases. It cannot
25

account for the shapes of our equidiscrimination contour, which has its
left half shrink and then expand as pedestal contrast increases. This
model is also inadequate. Substituting other forms of compressive and
expansive nonlinearities will not overcome this weakness.

4.3 Static nonlinearity model fails to predict our data Green

More generally, one can consider models with arbitrarily complex
static nonlinearities substituted for eq. 4. Legge and Foley29 proposed
such a model with an S-shaped nonlinearity, accelerating, then
decelerating, as contrast increases. Wilson et al.54 proposed a similar
model. In the Legge and Foley model, the response function has the
form (cf. Eq. 3):

R = EP / ( E+Z),

where E is the output of the linear operators and p. q, and Z are
constants. This type of model predicts both facilitation and masking.
But it does not provide a good quantitative fit to our data (see Fig. 8).
The model predicts both facilitation and masking much smaller than
our data show. We show elsewhere6 that the static nonlinearity model
is also unable to predict important qualitative features of our measured
TvC functions.

4.4. The need of non-unity exponent in response functions

To account for contrast induction effects, D'Zmura12 proposed a model
that has 72 linear color-spatial filters followed by a nonlinear contrast
normalization process. His model is similar to ours in many respects.
The main difference is that the excitation is raised by a power of 1 (cf.
Eq. 3). Could a model with this form of nonlinearity account for our
data? Since this model assumes that the exponent to the linear operator
excitation is 1 , this model lacks the accelerating nonlinearity in the
response function. As a result, it is impossible for a pedestal to
facilitate target detection. Thus, this model can only predict masking,
but not facilitation. Fig. 9 shows the predictions of this model. This
model fails to capture the facilitation effect commonly observed in the
data.

jgJ. Six-mechanism static nonlinear model
predictions of equidiscrinunation contours on
green/red pedestals. (cf. Fig. 2)

Green

The prediction of D'Zmura's model for
equidiscrimination contours on green/red
pedestals. (cf. Fig. 2)
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-46dB
-fr. -34dB
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